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Abstract

The local vibrational mode of positively charged bond-centered hydrogen ðHþ
BCÞ has been investigated in Si crystals

enriched with 28Si; 29Si; or 30Si isotopes. Protons and deuterons were implanted into each sample at temperatures below
20 K; and in-situ-type infrared absorption measurements were subsequently performed at 8 K: The isotope shifts
observed for the hydrogen and deuterium modes display opposite behavior with increasing mass of the silicon isotope.

This behavior cannot be accounted for with a purely harmonic potential. We apply a simple model based on the linear

molecule Si–H–Si, where the potential associated with the stretching of each Si–H bond is approximated by the Morse

potential. The local mode frequencies and the isotope shifts obtained with our model are in excellent agreement with

those observed.

r 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen can influence the electronic perfor-
mance of crystalline silicon due to its ability to
interact with lattice imperfections. The local
vibrational modes (LVMs) of point defects in
solids have traditionally been described with
purely harmonic potentials, neglecting any anhar-
monic effects. Although this approach may be
valid for many impurity centers in silicon, it is
inadequate to describe the LVMs of light elements
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like hydrogen. In this context, bond-centered
hydrogen ðHþ

BCÞ in silicon is an obvious candidate
for a detailed study, since its structure is well
established and the defect has been characterized
in great detail [1–7]. Positively charged Hþ

BC gives
rise to an absorbance line at 1998 cm�1 in Si,
whereas the corresponding deuterium line appears
at 1448 cm�1 [3].
Isotopically enriched silicon crystals implanted

with proton (or deuterium) are studied by Fourier-
transform infrared absorption. The frequency
shifts of the Hþ

BC (or D
þ
BC) LVM when the silicon

mass is changed are investigated. A theoretical
model that accounts for the experimental data is
introduced and discussed.
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Fig. 1. Sections of absorbance spectra measured at B8 K on
28Si; 29Si; and 30Si crystals implanted with protons or deuterons.
The plots show the isotope shifts induced on the 1998-cm�1 (or

1448-cm�1) stretch mode of Hþ
BC (or D

þ
BC).
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2. Experimental details

In this work Si crystals grown by the Czochrals-
ki method were used that were isotopically
enriched with 28Si (enriched to 99.93%), 29Si
(enriched to 97.10%), and 30Si (enriched to
99.75%). The samples were mounted in a cryostat
placed inside a vacuum chamber, which in turn
was connected to the accelerator beam line. The
samples were implanted with protons (or deuter-
ons) with different energies in the range 5–10 MeV
at temperatures below 20 K: The energy step and
doses at each implantation energy were adjusted to
result in a nearly homogeneous hydrogen (or
deuterium) concentration of 1018–1019 cm�1 in
the range from 150 to 550 mm below the surface.
After the implantation, the cryostat was moved to
the infrared spectrometer, while keeping the
sample temperature below 20 K:
The infrared absorption measurements were

carried out with a Nicolet, System 800, Fourier-
transform spectrometer, equipped with a glowbar
light source, a Ge–KBr beam splitter, and a
mercury–cadmium–telluride detector. The spectra
were recorded at B8 K with an apodized resolu-
tion of 0:25 cm�1:
Fig. 2. Annealing behavior of the Hþ
BC local mode in the

proton-implanted 29Si sample. The inset shows a sketch of the

Si–H–Si triatomic unit used to model the vibrational properties

of the defect.
3. Experimental results

In Fig. 1 sections of the absorbance spectra
measured on the 28Si; 29Si; and 30Si samples after
low temperature implantation of protons or
deuterons are shown. The absorbance lines shown
in the plots represent the excitation of the stretch
mode of Hþ

BC and D
þ
BC in Si. The assignment of the

observed lines to the 1998-cm�1 and 1448-cm�1

LVMs of Hþ
BC and D

þ
BC; respectively, is confirmed

by their frequencies and by their annealing
behavior. An example of the annealing behavior
is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from the figure,
the line anneals out after heat treatment at 200 K
as reported previously for Hþ

BC (and D
þ
BC) [3]. In

order to achieve an accurate determination of the
frequencies of the modes for the different Si
isotopes, the experimental lineshapes were fitted
with Lorentzian profiles. The resulting line posi-
tions are also given in Fig. 1.
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As can be seen from the figure, the shifts in the
mode frequency were produced by changing the
Si-isotope display opposite behavior for Hþ

BC and
Dþ
BC: The frequency of the H

þ
BC mode increases

when the Si mass increases, whereas the Dþ
BC mode

decreases in frequency when the Si mass increases.
This is a puzzling effect which contradicts conven-
tional wisdom that the frequency decreases when
the mass of the oscillator increases.

4. Model of the bond-centered hydrogen defect

The theoretical model introduced here is based
on the Si–H–Si molecular unit shown in the inset
of Fig. 2, where r1 and r2 denote the stretching of
the two bonds. Assuming anharmonic potential
for each of the two coupled Si–H oscillators the
frequency of the Si–H stretch mode is given by

oharm ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f � f12

meff

s
; ð1Þ

where the force constant for each bond is denoted
by f ; whereas f12 is the harmonic coupling
constant between the two Si–H bonds, and the
effective mass of the oscillator meff is given by

1

meff
¼
2

mH
þ

1

wmSi
: ð2Þ

mH and mSi denote the hydrogen and Si atomic
masses, respectively, and w is a factor that accounts
for the coupling with the lattice [8]. Considering
that the potential energy for given values of r1 and
r2 is independent of the isotopic composition of
the system, i.e., that the parameters f ; f12; and w
are the same for the different isotopic configura-
tions of the defect, Eq. (1) predicts a decrease of
the mode frequency as the Si mass increases for
both Hþ

BC and D
þ
BC: In contrast to this, the peak

frequencies of the Hþ
BC mode increase slightly with

the increasing mass of Si, whereas the shift of the
Dþ
BC mode as the Si mass increases is negative (see

Fig. 1). Such a behavior cannot be described by a
vibrational model based on a purely harmonic
potential, which demonstrates the need to include
anharmonic effects.
The Morse potential has often been applied to

account for anharmonicity in the vibration of
diatomic molecules [9]. If we assume that the two
Si–H bonds may be well described by such a
potential, our model Hamiltonian is

H ¼ �
_2

2

X
i;j

Gij

@2

@rirj

þ D1½1� e�a1r1 �2

þ D2½1� e�a2r2 �2 þ f12r1r2; ð3Þ

where a1; D1; a2; and D2 are the Morse potential
parameters and Gij is the ijth element of the so-
called G matrix [10]. If the two terms of the Morse
potential are expanded to fourth order and we
take into account that by symmetry a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a
and D1 ¼ D2 ¼ D; the Hamiltonian (3) reads

Hharm ¼ �
_2

2

X
i;j

Gij

@2

@rirj

þ
1

2
f ðr21 þ r22Þ þ f12r1r2

þ f3ðr31 þ r32Þ þ f4ðr41 þ r42Þ; ð4Þ

with f ¼ 2Da2; f3 ¼ �Da3 and f4 ¼ 7
12

Da4:

ð5Þ

The anharmonic energy correction is calculated by
perturbation theory as the sum of the second-order
correction of the cubic terms and the first-order
correction of the quartic terms. We find that the
frequency correction to the harmonic frequency
oharm may be written as

oanharm ¼
A

meff
þ

Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mSimeff

p þ or; ð6Þ

where

A ¼ �
3_

2

3f 23
f 2 � f 212

�
f4

f � f12

� �
; ð7Þ

B ¼ �
3_

4

3f 23

ð f þ f12Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2 � f 212

q �
2f4ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f 2 � f 212

q
0
B@

1
CA; ð8Þ

or ¼ �
9_

4

f 23

meff ð f 2 � f 212Þ þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mSi meff

p
ð f � f12Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2 � f 212

q
0
B@

1
CA:

ð9Þ

With w ¼ 1 the frequencies of the hydrogen stretch
mode were calculated for the six isotopic con-
figurations of the defect, and the optimum
parameters a; D; and f12 were determined by
minimizing the sum of the square of the differences
between the calculated and the observed frequen-
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cies (Table 1). Our model reproduces the opposite
isotope shifts with the increasing Si mass observed
for the Hþ

BC and D
þ
BC centers. Moreover, the model

reproduces the frequencies of the six defect
configurations to within 0:11 cm�1: In Fig. 3 the
contributions of the different anharmonic terms in
Eq. (6) to the isotope shift ðo30-o28Þ when 28Si is
substituted by 30Si are shown. Although the signs
of the different contributions are the same for Hþ

BC

and Dþ
BC the relative magnitudes of the different

terms result in an overall positive isotope shift for
Hþ
BC and a negative shift for Dþ

BC: The two
dominating contributions to o30-o28 are the

harmonic frequency shift D
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f�f12
meff

q
; which is nega-
Table 1

Comparison between the calculated model frequencies ðcm�1Þ
and those observed for Hþ

BC and Dþ
BC in Si. The model

frequencies are calculated using the best-fit parameters

a ¼ 0:413010 ð (A�1Þ; D ¼ 12:7406 (eV), and f12 ¼
�4:09272 ðeV (A�2Þ

Isotope

configuration

o1harm o1anharm o1model oobs oobs
�omodel

28Si–H–28Si 2153.19 �155.54 1997.64 1997.73 0.09
29Si–H–29Si 2152.52 �154.71 1997.81 1997.78 �0.03
30Si–H–30Si 2151.91 �153.93 1997.98 1997.91 �0.07
28Si–D–28Si 1536.51 �87.96 1448.54 1448.43 �0.11
29Si–D–29Si 1535.58 �87.34 1448.24 1448.24 0.00
30Si–D–30Si 1534.73 �86.76 1447.97 1448.08 0.11

∆∆∆ ∆= +++ ∆

Fig. 3. Evolution of the isotope shift o30-o28 for Hþ
BC (solid

line) and Dþ
BC (dashed line) as the anharmonic correction terms,

given by Eq. (6), are sequentially added to the harmonic

frequency shift Doharm:
tive, and D Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mSimeff

p ; which is positive. The magni-

tude of the negative shift from the harmonic term

is higher for Dþ
BC than for Hþ

BC; whereas the

positive shift due to the Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mSimeff

p term is greater for

hydrogen than for Si. It is the balance between
these two contributions that results in an overall

positive isotope shift for Hþ
BC and a negative shift

for Dþ
BC:
5. Conclusion

In this work, the frequencies of Hþ
BC and D

þ
BC in

28Si; 29Si; and 30Si crystals have been identified. A
peculiar opposite frequency shift for the Hþ

BC and
Dþ
BC LVMs is observed when the Si mass is

increased. A detailed vibrational model demon-
strates that the effect is caused by anharmonic
effects.
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